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This series of five booklets offers practical, easy-to-read suggestions

for teachers, parents, and caregivers working with normal and handicapped

young children. Individual titles are:

The Handica d Child in the Normal Preschool Class #114 $1.75

Emotional and Behavioral Develo ment and Disabilities #115 $1.75

Learning Developm #116 S1 /5

Language Development and Disabilities 0117 $1.25

Intellectual Development_ and 0118 $1.25

(Set of 5 booklets: $7.00)

The UYC Series was made available through the Alaska Treatment Center for

Crippled Children and Adults, Anchorage, Alaska. We would like to thank

the center's staff members for permitting us to reprint this series.
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EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND BEHAVIOR

Emotional development occurs as a result of growing and learning,

and like intellectual development it progresses in stages. One step has

to be completed before the child can successfully move on to the next one.

While some of these stages may be considered unpleasant by adults, it is

important to understand that they are all necessary if the child is to

grow to his fullest potential.

It would be silly to ask an eight month old child to run down to the

store for you, he can't walk yet, much less run.

0

And it is equally silly to demand that a two year old child stop

crying when his toy is snatched away from him. Emotional development

takes time, and a child can not be expected to control himself like an

adult.



0

A small infant expresses only basic emotions. He can cry when he is

uncomfortable, and giggle when he is pleased. He doesn't feel the more

complex emotions, like jealousy or worry. The pre-school child, on the

other hand, has many strong feelings. Emotions like anger, love, hate,

fear, worry, jealousy, and sadness are normal. The problem for the child

is to find ways to express these feelings without "getting into trouble."

ANGER hthe you,

Less Trouble

\le



What is acceptable and what is not acceptable in behavior varies from

culture to culture, family to family, and even person to person. We all

have our own ideas as to what is acceptable behavior and what is not. These

differences can be very confusing to a child.

O

9
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A child's feelings have a lot to do with his behavior, but most

children go through some regular patterns. The "terrible two's" is an

expression sometimes used to describe children of two and three. Often

they appear to be inflexible and demanding, saying "no" to everything.

At three they may be reliable, co-operative, and easy to live with.

Any+hi n9 you
say s a K.
0
0
CT>



At three and a half they may get dependent and clingy, and

at four they are often agressive and hard to handle.

p
The five year old is usually well adjusted and stable.

452

The same patterns appear to recur throughout the child's maturing

years. When a child appears agressive, defiant, and a little difficult

to live with, he is actually learning about himself and the world around

him. He cannot learn unless he acts, meets life head on, and pushes

things around a bit.



When the child seems more cooperative, and fairly easy to get along

with, he is taking a rest and filing things in his head. He is sorting

out the various experiences he has had.



An adult example of the same thing might be a man who is agressive

at work, He may be a little difficult to get along with, because he has

things to do and at work does not want to be. interupted. When he comes

home, however he relaxes and goes through the day's work in his head,

and is probably easier to get along with than he was when he was busy

I have ThinsWork (y) CIWO

at work.



Learning is a child's work, and to learn one must explore, test,

try out, and even defy. Though adults find some stages easier to handle

than others, all of the stages are necessary. A three and a half year

old may be calm and easy to handle, but he is definitely too insecure to

cope with life.

He needs to break out and become the seemingly too confident four

year old.

9



If he doesn't, he may be leSs of a problem to adults, but he will

not grow as he should.

Adults can be very selfish in demanding that a child behave in a

way that is comfortable for the adult, without taking into consideration

the child's need to develop at his own rate, in his own way.

Now you here
and behave yourself!

If he is not allowed the necessary freedom, he will not develop

the skills he will need to face the world on his own. Understanding of

basic child development, then, is important for any one who involves

himself with children. Even an adult feels more comfortable if he knows

what to expect.

/0



Feelings of Security and Adequacy

"Look, teacher, I'm bigger than you think; let me do this by myself,"

said Sue to a teacher who insisted on helping her. It is unfortunate that

often adults handicap children by treating them as though they were

incapable of handling anything. It is hard to develop confidence in your,:elf

when you are surrounded by people who are "helping" all the time.

Pere's your)
coat

Most adults wish they had more self confidence. It's a lot easier

to do something when you feel confident than when you are afraid of

failing. Feelings of inadequacy and insecurity are handicapping. The

pre-school setting can do much to build confidence in young children,

and this feeling will be reflected in their intellectual, social, and

other kinds of development. When you are confident, you are not afraid

to grow; you try harder, and consequently you learn more.



Influence of Adults

Children tend to behave as they feel they are expected to behave.

They build concepts of themselves by responses of the people around them.

Tem, for example; thinks of himself as a trouble-maker. Picture

hip and his father cominginto the pre-school one morning.

\ See how nice
arid ctuslei this

, place is uniii
you ei here?

No wonder Tom is noisy, defiant, and hard to handle. He lives up

to the picture his father paints.

When Tim's mother brought him to school, she explained to the teacher

in front of Tim, "I hope he can learn something here. He doesn't like to

learn things. He just tries fora minute and then gives up."

It is not surprising that Tim lacks confidence, doesn't try hard,

and is not friendly. That's what he knows his mother expects of him,

so that's how he behaves.



Jean was a timid girl, but she liked to paint. She was at the

easel painting carefully around the edges of her paper when her mother

walked in.

How can one have much confidence if she is considered a "nobody?"

Jean did not expect to be important, so she rarely tried.

The many times that the word "big" appears in children's conversations,

I'm a big boy," "I have the most, " or "Mine is the biggest," may be a

reflection of how often adults tend to make the child feel that he is too

little, and not worth much. It is often hard to recognize values other than

actual achievement. Adults sometimes want children who paint good pictures

and do the "right" thing. They push their children and fail to value them

for what they are.

Fear

Often adults frighten children with certain words, without being aware

of what they are doing. An adult may casually say in the presence of a

cnild, "I'm scared to death of snow machines." The adult does not mean the

statement literally, but to the child the meaning is clear, death may result

from a snow machine. Such an idle remark could arouse intense fear which

could last until the child has had many experiences with snow machines that

did not cause death.

/3



A certain amount of fear is necessary to protect us from hArm.

If we weren't afraid of injury or death, what would stop us from walking

off the edge of a cliff?

Unnecessary fears, however, are crippling and can do much to interrupt

the normal process of development.

If a child is afraid of doing wrong, or being "bad," he may never

explore or learn much because he feels it's too risky.

Dad Sdia

ib be ctuiet



It is important to know that fear is learned. Children even tend

to reflect the fears of adults. If every time Mama sees a spider she

does this:

it won't take long before her child does the same:

eee

If Mama is afraid) the child thinks that he should be afraid too.



A child cannot be talked out of his fears.

.4

Adult ridicule will not help him overcome them.

Forcing him to face the things he fears can be very damaging.

Go on..
Pei. the do



Removing fear-arousing experiences will help.

Calmness displayed by adults does much to alleviate the fears of children.

17



Pushing Children

Often adults tend to push children too quickly from one stage of

development to the next, wanting them to grow up as fast as possible.

We tend to nudge children on, rather thaq allowing them to take time to

satisfy their needs in each stage.

The soundest growth occurs when the child is given time to complete

cn stage fully before he moves on to the next one. Dependency, for

exarnple, comes before independence, and the child who is eventually the

7,Lt independent is the one whose dependency needs have been most completely

not the one who was pushed the soonest into being independent.

!,ding children from one stage to the next only makes them feel less

s=-,::re and more defensive. Children who have been "pushed through" a

-Ice frequently have to go back and experience it again before they are

enough and secure enough to develop further.

18



Children and Guilt

Another threat to the development of confidence is the tendency of

adults to make children feel guilty by blaming them for things that.happen.

A child may enjoy the experience of playing in the mud or emptying a

drawer, only to find that what he does is considered very naughty by an

adult.

A child has little understanding of adult values. Since he feels

the need to please adults because of his dependency on them, he can easily

feel uncertain about himself and his behavior. When he is blamed for

things he doesn't fully understand, he loses confidence and trust in himself.

How many times have you heard an adult say to a child, "If you are

good, I'll let you . . . .?" By making something conditional on a child's

good or bad behavior, we can make him feel responsible for events that

have no connection with him.



Sue was told by her mother that if she were a very good girl she

could go to the store the next day. Certainly, Sue might think, if she

could bring about a trip to the store by being good, she could cause a

calamity by being bad. If her mother got sick the next day,' or if the

store burned down, Sue might very well blame herself because she had been

bad.

Without enough experience to correct his concepts, the child is a

victim of his misapprehensions. We may not suspect a child's real feelings

or understand the heavy load of guilt he may be hiding.

Adults and Security

Accepting children and meeting their needs is easier for people

who are themselves secure. A secure person is relaxed, comfortable,

and giving. He or she doesn't feel the need to make demands on others.

Insecure people are defensive and often demanding. They are likely to

set standards that are very difficult, if not impossible, for the child

to meet. They are likely to be very much concerned about what other

20



people think of them as parents or teachers.

Tom's father wants to be a successful parent, but his concept of a

successful parent is one whose child behaves like an adult. It is impossible

for Tom to meet such a demand, and Father feels that he has failed as

a parent because Tom acts like a child instead of an adult. He is not

a secure parent. Thus he makes Tom an insecure child.

Zi



Responsibility for limits

Giving a child room to grow, meeting his needs, and accepting him

for what he is, this does not mean letting the child do anything he wants

and leaving him entirely responsible for his behavior. Few adults are

mature enough to take such responsibility. We find that laws are necessary,

and police are needed to enforce them. The adult who lets the child do

exactly what he wants to do is avoiding his own responsibilities. Children

need to have limits set for protection of themselves and others. They

even feel more secure if they know that someone is there to protect them

from the things that they do net yet understand, or cannot cope with.

Sia\
ik /away
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A child's behavior is often a reflection of how he is feeling. An

adult can do much to help. Anger, fear, jealousy, and other emotions

can be expressed in ways that are acceptable to the surrounding adult

population. Learning these ways, however, takes a great deal of effort,

both by the child and the adult who is guiding him.

A child's health is closely related to his emotional reactions and

behavior. Extreme fatigue can often cause uncomfortable feelings. A

tired child becomes irritable and annoyed and may express his feelings

by such undesirable behavior as temper tantrums and agressive, destructive

acts. A child does not know how to calm himself, when he is tired or

overexcited. He needs adult direction to make life more comfortable

for him. If the child has difficulty seeing, or hearing, or remembering,

he can easily become frustrated and annoyed with himself and may behave

in undesirable ways. When a child is "naughty," he usually has a very

good reason for being so.

SUMMARY

Good emotional development is not an easy process, but it affects

all other areas of development. if you,are not happy and comfortable

with yourself, you may not care to grow, learn, walk, talk or do much of

anything. Most adults grew up without enough understanding of their

feelings. Let's hope that today's children have a little better chance.

Emotional maturity comes through wholesome attitudes of parents and adults

in permitting children Lu act arid to think foe themselves under supervision

that is neither tOo rigid nor too permissive.

Z3
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EMOTIONAL AND BEHAVIORAL DISABILITIES

Introduction

All of us get involved in situations that produce uncomfortable feelings.

This is a normal part of living.

Learning how to handle these feelings properly, however, can often be

difficult. During the times when we are having trouble with such feelings

we can all be considered emotionally disabled. Being emotionally uncomfor-

table can paralyze our abilities. so mod
I can't
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Luckily, for most of us this is only a temporary situation.

c."--,,,---,----,e---y--,,----ry-Th,----,
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Unfortunately, for others it is anything but temporary.

.4. 11 never calm down
The next lime I See C\

H break ri neck
TVs- oil 1-1.1s -tau1i/./.

Grrrr.

Good emotional development is essential for proper growth, but it is

not always easy to come by. This section is planned to give some assistance

to parents and teachers in their dealings with children who have emotional

difficulties, either temporarily (as most children do) or on a more serious

level. Four areas will be discussed. Part I deals with helping children

in their everyday difficulties. Part II deals with helping the child who

appears to have serious emotional problems. Part III deals with the emotional

necessity of limit-setting (discipline). Part IV deals with directing behavior.

26





Helping Children in Their Everyday Difficulties

Pre-school children are just beginning to learn about their feelings

and how to handle them.

Leek uncorrycoricA1e,
lou.k- I doni olow

what io do

If they are given proper assistance when they are young, they have a

better chance for sound emotional development. If proper assistance is not

given, the chance of developing serious emotional difficulties is greater.

Children have very strong feelings. The first step in helping them

handle their feelings is to accept those feelings. As was stated earlier,

all feelings are normal - hate, love, fear, jealousy, etc. It is much easier

to deal with your emotions successfully if you don't think you are being

blamed for your feelings.

You're mod at
Fce4 yo

01. to
be ma&
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We may not like the fact that Charlie hates Fred, but we recognize

that the feeling is there without judging it.

If parents or teachers cannot accept the feelings of children, they can-

not do much to help a child handle his feelings.

How con you reel
way ctboui Fred .

Slarne on y

FF 'RCN
;

L
Unfortunately, our own feelings can get in the way of helping children.

The way our feelings were handled when we were young can have a great deal

to do with how we handle children. For example, if we were forced to share

with a little brother, and had to act as though we always loved him, we may

have built up some guilt and resentment for knowing that we didn't ALWAYS

love Little Brother and that there were lots of times when we wished he'd

leave our things alone.

help from
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Now, it may be hard to accept a child who does not share. If we were

forced to share when we didn't want to, later we may punish a child for

doing the same. This is a simplified example, but it shows that when we

strongly reject a type of behavior, most likely there are deep emotional

reasons within ourselves for doing so.

Another step in helping children deal with their emotions is to develop

the ability to recognise the feelings of children. The best way to do this

is to carefully observe their behavior. Children reveal their feelings

through behavior. Often this is done directly; the child does what he feels.

If he feels angry, he may scream and kick. At other times he may show his

feelings more subtly and when 'angry may sit in a corner and bite his sleeve.

30



Voice quality and speech can be a good cue to how a child is feeling.

A child who speaks very softly and says very little may be shy and a little

afraid.

Another child may bombard you with many insistent and apparently needless

questions. This may be a sign that he feels insecure and is looking for

reassurance more than any specific answers.



Spontaneous singing usually indicates feelings of confidence and con-

tentment.

A very good way to recognize how children feel is to listen closely

for the meaning behind the words that children speak. A nervous little boy,

new at school, talked to the teacher while he was resting. He kept telling

the teacher where he lived, and asked her if she had a snow go. She said

yes and the boy chimed, "You could take me home!" What he said showed how

he felt. He reassured himself by letting the teacher know where he lived

and by working out a plan for getting home. The teacher understood and reas-

sured him by telling him that his daddy would come and take him home just

as he did yesterday, and that she would stay with him until Daddy came.

32



Another child may ask a teacher, "Do you want to go outside with me?"

When he really means, "I'm afraid to go out by myself. It would help me feel

better if you came with me." Teachers and parents need to understand the

meaning behind what a child says.

Insecure feelings show themselves in many ways. Defensive behaVior usually

indicates insecurity. Children (like some adults) try to hide the uncertainty

they feel by being aggressive. They might hit without much apparent reason

or may reject the approaches of other children. They may be generally hostile

and unfriendly. The secure child is not defensive and does not often feel

threatened. The secure child can share easily. The insecure child cannot

afford to share because he fears he will lose something. Telling a child

that he has to share, or threatening him if he doesn't only increases his

feeling of insecurity, and will make it twice as hard for him to share the

next time around.

33



There are many signs that show that a child is experiencing uncomfor-

table feelings. Some of these are:

1. Biting fingernails
//(\?

2. Chewing on clothing

3. Twirling hair

4. Thumb sucking

5. Wringing hands

3Y.



or physical activity:

or even art media:

Expressing a feeling at the time it occurs helps us to identify exactly

what the feeling is, and we feel secure when we know that we can handle our

feelings in ways that are acceptable. We will now discuss some of these ways.



An adult who is troubled often goes to a friend and talks things out,

and usually feels better for it. Children tend to say what they feel at the

moment. They call names and shout descriptive insults at each other. This

is a good way to handle feelings. It may not be the mature way, but children

are not mature people. If we are mature, we know that such words do no damage,

and are important in a child's development. Listening to a child swear may

not be too high a price to pay for helping him get rid of uncomfortable feelings.

37



Another good expressive means to release uncomfortable feelings is crying.

Yet it is not uncommon to hear people say to their children, "Stop crying,

that didn't hurt, you're too big to cry." Whatever the reason, the feeling

of wanting to cry is there, and needs to be accepted. It is more helpful to

the child to tell him that you are sorry he feels bad than it is to tell him

that he's too big to cry.

She understanas,

610 cPOtri
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Children frequently use physical movements to drain off uncomfortable

feelings. They may hit, kick, or throw. The child may need to be put by him-

self so he cannot hurt anyone, or, if he is mature enough, he may respond to

a suggestion by a teacher like this: "I know you feel like hitting somebody,

but you must not do it. Try hitting the clown with these bean bags. I'll

count hits for you." A child can learn to handle his feelings if the adults

around him understand his emotions and show him how to express them without

getting into trouble.

Art media like painting, water-play, mud, paper, and glue can be used to

express feelings.

SCitilSk on +Iie world

Anyone feels more secure if many avenues of outlet are open to him. When

we do something about our emotions, we feel confident. An agressive child

will often become a more secure adult than a passive child, because he has

done something about his feelings and has learned how to manage them.

39



Denying that you feel something only makes the situation worse. If you

admit that the feeling exists, you can deal with it; if you refuse to see what

is there, you have no way to learn how to meet the problem.

The timid child needs special help. It is not uncommon to see a very

timid child suddenly swing over into very agressive behavior as he begins to

develop. This may be his first step in gaining confidence. He must first

express his feelings and find acceptance, and then he can learn to direct his

behavior in more acceptable forms. The timid child is hesitant to act out

what he feels because he is afraid of not being accepted. With guidance,

he can be brought out of his fear, but he will have to go through a rough

stage of rather agressive behavior. First, he must try out being "bad." If

he discoveres that his feelings are accepted, his "badness" does not frighten

him and he gains confidence that he can manage his behavior.

Teacher sill likes me__ even ihouqk r
stuck my 1-Ongue. oui Charlie. Maybe she

ave.cqn heip rne *handle a ll lhese eetin9s i li

The only really destructive feelings are those that have no recognized

outlets.
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The Child With Serious Emotional Difficulties

No one can escape having some emotional difficulties at some point in

his life. The child who is labeled as emotionally disturbed, however, seems

to have continuing emotional difficulties that appear harmful to his total

development. The ideas discussed in Part I ("Helping Children in their Every-

'day Difficulties") can also be applied to children with more serious emotional

problems. This section deals with some specific techniques in helping the

more severely emotionally troubled child.

The question of why children have severe emotional difficulties is not

easy to answer. Some children may have unsatisfied emotional needs. Perhaps

they were denied love, security or acceptance. Other children lack such phy-

sical needs as proper food, shelter, and medical care. Still others, who

seem to have everything they need, may be suffering from a form of brain in-

jury or chemical imbalance that results in emotionally disturbed behavior.

Sometimes you cannot tell why a particular child is having emotional diffi-

culties. The knowledgeable teacher, however, can help a child deal more ef-

fectively with his emotional problems.

Specific Emotional and Behavioral Problems

The overactive child - One common problem is the child who displays

much hyperactive behavior. He seems to act first and think later. To iden-

tify this problem, the teacher should notice children who are:

Fidgety

In constant motion

Limited in attention span

Easily distracted

Disruptive in group activities

Destructive

Apparently unaware of others' feelings

Unable to control themselves in an unstructured situation
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These children have a great deal of trouble in controllin g their behav-

ior. Generally additional guidance and program structure are beneficial in

helping them.



Some Suggestions

If you want the child to work with a specific material, provide him with

a quiet place to work, with a minimum of distractions. Remove all material

except what you want him to concentrate on.

If he still has difficulty, you may want to block his view of all acti-

vities other than the activity assigned.
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When you lead him into a new activity, stay with him until he is involved.

Then check on his progress from time to time.

How are you cioinq
Wel re tty clod.

'p

Try to keep hyperactive children out of frustrating situations that may

encourage destructive behavior (activities that require a lot of sharing

or waiting, or toys with lots of little peices).
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Allow specific times for expressing their active nature (running, pound-

ing clay, etc.).

Remember it is hard for these children to wait. Do not tax them beyond

their ability. For example, serve them near the beginning rather than the

end of snacktime and other waiting activities.

Children who have trouble controlling the'ir behavior can gradually be

taught control. Often they want to "behave" but do not have the ability to

keep from "getting into trouble." One responsible adu hould keep track

of what the child is doing and help him control his impulses. This adult

should be free to come to the child whenever he seems to be losing control.

The child must know that he can rely on this person to help him at each dif-

ficult time.



The first step in helping a child control his actions is to notice what

situations "send him off" and what signals he sends when he's about to have

difficulty.

a

The signal he sends may be a certain look in his eyes,

a particular posture, a loud NOI

When you see these cues, try to step in before trouble begins, and help

him control himself.

4410gAhar

Toys

Maybe you could Cce Tom
o. truck Mie yews. There's

One in the, box.
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If you are too late and he has already lost control, remove him from

the situation.

Be understanding, but don't make your attention so rewarding that it

may motivate him to get into more trouble.

HnlYNIM, I 9e1 tots of ai+enfron

LL\_.w I rno.6 trouble ,

Thai's no4 such a
bo8 deck( /



The next step is to teach the child his own signals. Example:

0.0..,...........M.01100

You now, Ben, you seem +o have trouble
when you have 'to give up someitlinci you wont.
Thai's when you break sorne*,in9, or fry to ki.t

somebody, When you ihink This s
going io IncIppen, caU me and

Tit help you.

Try to be near enough so you can get to the child quickly whenever he

needs help, and check with him once in a while so he knows you really care.

The final step is to give his own controls back to the child. This

should be done slowly, so he doesn't feel you're leaving him completely on

his own.

Nex4 iirne you, chink you are 496m9

c3ei into a cc-Itli, 011 coiii.nc (lie% s4.0p yoursel.C.

Try lo walk away and the painting table. Show
how rnaci you are on the pgper,

Bu( you can call me *IC
you really *clt< you are

5din9 io need help.t
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Praise him for doing well, and gradually encourage him to take more re-

sponsibility for his own actions. Give him as much attention as you did be-

fore so he doesn't feel that he is losing your friendship. It won't work

unless he is sure that it is of benefit to him to learn to control his own

0 behavior. This process is a slow one. It takes time, energy, and a lot of

caring. Who can say that any one child is not worth at least that much?

The Fearful Child - A child who seems to be very worried or afraid can

miss out on a lot of growing and learning experiences. The world is a very
r.

scarey place for him. A good teacher can show him tife better side of life

and help decrease his anxieties.

Some s49ns of fear and worry in children are:

Crying very easily

Watching other children play but not joining them

Relying on order and routine, becoming upset when things are changed

Fearing new people and situations

Here are some suggestions for working with such children:

1. When the children enter new situations, try to be with them as much as

possible. They need to feel secure and trusting before they can feel comfor-

table enough to explore new situations on their own.

711 stay you
until you -E,e1 more

COrryCortuble.
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2. Reassure them when they become afraid.

3. Extra physical contact may help.

4. Encourage them to enter into activities and praise them for their accom-

plishments.



5. Talk to them about their worries and fears, but only when they are ready

to talk about them. You can talk about worries without confronting'them

directly, that may be too frightening.

Give the child a chance to deny what you think he is afraid of. VOL

could be wrong!

Distant Children - Some children have a hard time relating to people.

Some signs of this difficulty are:

Little or no reaction to other children or adults, possibly even

their parents.

Poor eye contact, rarely looking you in the eye

More interest in objects than in people

Repeating a phare over and over again with little meaning

Ldrely communicating with the words they use

Often, not speaking at all

Rocking back and forth or running from one end of the room to

another with little apparent purpose

--Staring at things for long periods of time

Using toys in ,strange ways (turning a block over and over in the

hands instead of using it to build)
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Here are some suggestions in working with distant children:

1. Remember that these children live in a private world of their own and

often choose to be by themselves. Avoid barging into their world. If com-

munication comes, it will be a very slow process.

2. Observe and discover what interests the child and seems to give him

pleasure. Try to be present during such an activity. It may be a specific

toy, or meal time. He may connect you with the pleasurable experience, and

seeing you will remind him of a good time he has had. This builds trust, and

a foundation for communication.

3. If the child seems to enjoy physical contact (hugging, holding hands,

etc.) use this frequently as a means of communication.



4. Provide a program that involves a fair amount of structure. Eveh if

they don't participate in group activities, generally these children like

routine, and like to know that to expect next.

Summary

The distant child is probably the most difficult to work with. There

are many theories as to what is the best approach to take with them. Being

a friend is a good start.

Children with severe behavioral and emotional difficulties should be seen

by a professional specifically trained in this area who can provide more

exact ideas in working with a specific child.

55.
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EMOTIONAL AND BEHAVIORAL DISABILITIES
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Limit Setting



Importance of Limits

To feel free one must feel safe. Proper limits provide this safety.

Morn said +0 Stay

away cionl ghat 1

The adult who cannot stop a child when it is necessary, is not offering

that child freedom, but is exposing him to danger.

Children depend upon adults to maintain safe limits, because a child is

often too inexperienced to judge the consequences of his actions. Many of the

things that have to do with safety, health, and rights of others are beyond

a child's ability to comprehend.

But. I wan-

know. bui ',V's not
your turn 6911t now.

You have 'Jo wo:li



The adult who takes the responsibility for providing limits leaves the

child more free to explore and have successful experiences. The child can then

act with confidence because he is protected against mistakes.

It is not easy to know when to set limits and what the limits should be

The following are guidelines that may help:

1. Limits should match the stage of development and the individual needs

of the child. A two year old, for example, may have trouble stopping himself

from the urge to touch things, no matter how insistent you are. A five year

old, however, has matured enough that he can accept many more limitations

comfortably.

a years

5 years
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If a child is tired or ill or unsure of himself, he is less able to accept

limits than when he is feeling confident and well.

C3CCAclivi

foo tired
ri no w

2, The limits must be necessary. Often it is hard to tell whether we

are setting a limit for the child's good, or for our own comfort.

Siop Onnoyin9 Me.
Go in your room and

13e 9 uiei.



3. The child must be able to understand the limit. Explain to him in

simple language what it is you want. He must know what the limit means in terms

of what he is supposed to do.

Confusing

or

p ban to chose

P 1-o'cei-her
5iNiinci me, a terrible headache.
Try playing wish your puzzles

OD

UnderstanW)le
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4. Testing a limit is necessary for the child. A healthy child will

not always conform passively to demands. If he is to acquire independence

and inner strength, he must assert himself.

-ChaA's

H e hos io blow
4{. siearA ioo.

The adult must feel comfortable with the resistance. We should accept the

child's right to resist without feeling threatened by it. We must still demand

that he accept the limit, but let him know that we respect how he feels about

it.

I know you don'{ wand- to,
and I'm sorry you feel bad aboui

7 siM have io insid
you come with me

rJ

6/



5. Avoid the use of shame, fear, or ridicule. This type of discipline

only makes the child think that we don't care about how he feels. Why should

he listen to someone who doesn't care about him?

Shorne

e

Nobody cares, snffi,

( 'Flow T .reel...

ou do wtla4 I
\ say or you're,

9679 io el- IT.

Fear



6. Give the child time to accept the limit.

f ft P. 'of

You \r) v e pick 'these 610cs tAe

If you can} do now 1 waif -eor
an elok.),r and try again.

NO / Twoo
ock 4.m



Summary

Good discipline is not an easy matter. But it is very important for the

child's total development. In one child, defiance may mean an independent

step forward, while in another it may indicate conflict. The goal is to de-

velop self control in all children through understanding. The ability to control

one's behavior demands that one be mature. Individual maturity is developed

when responsibility for behavior is gradually transferred from the guiding

adult to the child as his abilities for handling responsibility increases.



EMOTIONAL ANU BEHAVIORAL DISABILITIES

Part IV

Directing Behavior
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Directing Behavior

Severe behavior problems can interfere with a child's ability to grow

and learn. For example, a child who appears to ignore you, or actively avoid

paying attention, can not learn or benefit from any activity. Paying atten-

tion (attending behavior) is essential for learning.

When severe problems exist, it may become necessary to try to change the

child's behavior. One excellent way to accomplish this is to reward accept-

able behavior and to withhold rewards for unacceptable behavior. We actually

do this all the time without thinking about it. We smile (reward) when a

child has done a good job.

0 0
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a

'o often keep from smiling (withholding reward) if we are disappointed

in his performance.
-

,isappo'inted l'n

you, Joe.

I 0

This technique can be used more directly in helping children with severe

behavioral problems. Children like attention, praise, and privileges, and

will work for them. The first step is to find out what conditions are reward-

ing for a particular child. Some children liked to be hugged while others

don't. Some children liked to be chosen for special activities, and others

do not like to be "spotted out." Look for a particular child's rewards, and

use them to help him control his behavior.

You've done 0. roc) .3o

leanl`nil LAP, 1°w r
would you I ke

cirsi
ne,ska'ay(
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The next step is to give rewards consistently in the beginning. If

Charlie is sometimes, but riot always, praised for not hitting other children

when he is angry, he will be less likely to behave appropriately (by not

hitting) than if he is praised every time.

'.1 di8r1.4 kit finis iirli---
when I col mod. ThcA was
6..1rct for me. Bui nobody noticed

1441y work so hard 'for hoikinoi??

After a pattern has been established, you can go on to praising him less

often for appropriate behavior. The improvement in his life becomes his

reward.

The kids like me Netter
now ihoie I do4 11.1k so much.

Thciii$ -not 0. bad deal.
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Some unappropriate behavior is best ignored. If a child receives little

or no attention when he is sucking his thumb and receives much attention when

he is not, he will probably decide that not sucking his thumb is more reward-

ing.

"I

1.11.

epore sinckppropriake, behavior

(thumb suckin

ewarcl appropricae e avior
(nod sucking thumb) ,

/ k You look prety
,41 Sue. ,-

+oclay, Sue,
Q( ea

v-

J
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Some behavior cannot be ignored. If a child is hurting himself or some-

one else, or is destroying important materials, his actions must be stopped.

In such situations one must be careful to stop the behavior without pro-

viding a reward. If Charlie gets attention only when he is getting into trouble,

getting into trouble becomes a rewarding situation for him, and he has no reason

to change It It might be wise, to reward Charlie when he does nothing nothing

being better than pounding Fred over the head with'a

Reword
pay you ve been akyll

nice +oda Charice.
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Summary

It is obvious that directing behavior requires time and thought. A head

teacher in a classroom may be too busy with the other children to be able to

provide enough individual attention. A teacher aid or a volunteer may be

in a better position to do this. The techniques discussed work well because

they are positive in approach, but they must be used carefully. Before you

decide that any behavior should be changed, you should have a good understand-

ing of why the behavior exists. It is easy to confuse the meaning of a child's

behavior if it is viewed in the light of what we think is right or wrong.



Postscript

The Educational Resources Information Center/Early Childhood Education

Clearinghouse (ERIC/ECE) is one of a system of 16 clearinghouses sponsored

by the National Institute of Education to provide information about current

research and developments in the field of education. The clearinghouses,

each focusing on a specific area of education (such as early childhood,

teacher education, language and linguistics), are located at universities

and institutions throughout the United States.

The clearinghouses search systematically to acquire current, significant

documents relevant to education. These research studies, speeches, conference .

proceedings, curriculum guides, and other publications are abstracted, indexed .

-'and published in Research in Education (RIE), a monthly journal. RIE is avail-

able at libraries, or may be ordered from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.

Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Another ERIC publication is Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE),

a monthly guide to periodical literature which cites articles in more than 560

journals and magazines in the field of education. Articles are indexed by

subject, author, and journal contents. CIJE is available at libraries, or by

subscription from Macmillan Information, 909 Third Avenue, New York, New York

10022.

The Early Childhood Education Clearinghouse (ERIC/ECE) distributes a

quarterly newsletter ($2.00 - 4 issues) which reports on new programs and

publications, and RIE documents of special interest. For a complete list of

ERIC/EGE Publications, or if you would like to subscribe to the Newsletter

write: Publications Office/MC, College of Education, University of Illinois,

805 West Pennsylvania Avenue,' Urbana, Illinois 61801. All orders must be

accompanied by check or money order, payable, to the University of Illinois.

Sorry, we canno bill.



ERIC CLEARINGHOUSES - -CURRENT ADDRESSES

CAREER EDUCATION
204 Gabel Hall
Northern Illinois University
DeKaib, Illinois 60115

COUNSELING AND PERSONNEL SERVICES
The University of Michigan
School of Education Building
Room 2108, East Univ. & South Univ.

Streets
Ann Arbor, Michiftan 48104

THE DISADVANTAGED
Teachers College, Box 40
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027

*EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION'
University of Illinois
805 W. Pennsylvania Ave.
Urbana, Illinois 61801

EDUCATIONAL .MANAGEMENT
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403

HANDICAPPED AND GIFTED
The Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

HIGHER EDUCATION
George Washington University
1 Dupont Circle, Suite 630
Washington, D.C. 20036

JUNIOR COLLEGES
University of California
96 Powell Library
Los Angeles, California 90024

LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS
The Center for Applied Linguistics
1611 N. Kent St.
Arlington, Va. 22209

READING AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS
National Council of Teachers of English
1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana, Illinois 61801

RURAL EDUCATION AND SMALL SCHOOLS
New Mexico State University, Box 3AP
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003

SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION
Ohio State University
1800 Cannon Drive, 400 Lincoln Tower
Columbus, Ohio 43221

SOCIAL STUDIES/SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION
855 Broadway
Boulder, Colorado 80302

TEACHER EDUCATION
1 Dupont Circle N.W., Suite 616
Washington, D.C. 20036

TESTS, MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

INFORMATION RESOURCES
School of Education, SCRDT
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

*ERIC/ECE is responsible for research documents on the physiological,

psychological, and cultural development of children from birth through age

eight, with major focus on educational theory, research and practice related

to the development of young children.


